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Electrostatic wrapping of a microfiber around a
curved particle†
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The dynamics of the wrapping of a charged flexible microfiber around an oppositely charged curved
particle immersed in a viscous fluid is investigated. We observe that the wrapping behavior varies with
the radius and Young’s modulus of the fiber, the radius of the particle, and the ionic strength of the
surrounding solution. We find that wrapping is primarily a function of the favorable interaction energy
due to electrostatics and the unfavorable deformation energy needed to conform the fiber to the
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curvature of the particle. We perform an energy balance to predict the critical particle radius for
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mathematical modeling and observations of the deflected shape of the free end of the fiber during
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wrapping to extract a measurement of the Young’s modulus of the fiber. We evaluate the accuracy and
potential limitations of this in situ measurement when compared to independent mechanical tests.

wrapping, finding reasonably good agreement with experimental observations. In addition, we use

1 Introduction
There are many examples of spontaneous self-organization or
control over spatial arrangement at the nanoscale that require
the bending of one object around a second object driven by
attractive interactions. Two examples of this type of phenomenon
that are essential for biological function are DNA wrapping
around histone proteins to form nucleosomes, and a cell
membrane wrapping around objects for transport into the cell
during endocytosis.1–3 While this spontaneous self-assembly is
ubiquitous at the nanoscale, it is not commonly observed at
larger, non-Brownian length scales. At larger length scales, a
related liquid–solid phenomenon has been studied where the
attractive interaction is provided by capillary forces, such that if
the reduction of surface energy upon contacting a liquid drop to
a deformable object is greater than the energetic costs of
deforming the object, wrapping may occur. For example, a soft
fiber or membrane can wrap or fold around the surface of a
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droplet.4–6 Such capillary-induced behaviors have been studied as
a potential pathway for the self-assembly of complex structures.
Both classes of examples, which span multiple length scales,
highlight the common underlying physics of a strong attractive
interaction (capillary, electrostatic, etc.) causing deformations—
often large-scale relative to the size of the deforming object.
For polyelectrolyte systems, such as DNA–protein systems,
the formation of stable wrapped complexes due to electrostatic
interactions is determined by numerous parameters. The most
important of these parameters include the length of the polymer,
its linear charge distribution, its persistence length, the size,
charge and curvature of the complexing object, and salt
concentration.1 While the resulting thermodynamically stable
conformations of these complexes have been investigated, the
dynamics of this wrapping process can be challenging to study at
such small dimensions. Inspired by macromolecular wrapping
behavior, we describe a model experimental system to study the
dynamics of spontaneous electrostatic wrapping of a slender
high-aspect-ratio object around a curved oppositely charged
solid object at micrometer to millimeter length scales, and
use both analytical and numerical analyses to extract useful
properties of the system.
The dynamics of flexible fibers moving in a viscous fluid is
an important aspect of the rich class of problems involving
fluid–structure interactions, and is essential for understanding,
for example, microscopic biological motion involving slender
flexible filaments (e.g., cilia, flagella), the development of
micro-actuators, and many industrial practices involving flexible
fiber suspensions.7,8 In the self-driven wrapping motion of
a fiber around an oppositely charged curved particle, the
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microfiber sweeps through the fluid with decreasing length, and
it adopts a unique deflected shape during wrapping. We model
this behavior to enable an in situ ‘‘measurement’’ of the Young’s
modulus of the fiber, which we compare with independent
mechanical testing.
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2 Experimental procedure
This experiment comprises two charged non-Brownian objects
in an aqueous environment—a microfiber and a disk-shaped
particle, both of which are hydrogels containing isotropically
distributed ionizable functional groups covalently bonded to a
poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate network. Carboxylic acid groups
confer a negative net charge to the fibers; fabrication of the
microfibers is described in Section 2.1. Tertiary amine groups
in the particle yield a positive charge; fabrication of the
particles is described in Section 2.2.
2.1

Fabricating microfibers

Negatively charged microfibers were prepared using a twophase microfluidic method described previously.9–11 Microfluidic
channels were prepared using standard methods of soft
lithography.12 Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS, Dow Corning Sylgard
184, Ellsworth Adhesives) channels were plasma-bonded to
PDMS-coated glass slides using a Corona Surface Treater
(Electro-Technic Products, Inc.). The microfluidic focusing device
had two inlets, one each for the oil continuous phase and the
oligomer solution. A cylindrical aqueous oligomer jet, sheathed by
the oil continuous phase, flowed through the main channel with
width = 200 mm and height = 120 mm. The oil continuous phase
was composed of 62 vol% heavy mineral oil (Fisher Scientific),
27 vol% hexadecane and 11 vol% Span 80. Two types of microfibers were produced for this study, which we refer to as ‘‘soft’’
and ‘‘rigid’’, the latter achieved due to a higher level of crosslinking. The oligomer solution for the soft microfibers contained
57 vol% poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate (PEG-DA; molecular
weight = 575 g mol1), 20 vol% 2-carboxyethyl acrylate (CEA),
10 vol% de-ionized (DI) water, 8 vol% 2-hydroxy-2-methylpropiophenone (photoinitiator, PI), and 5 vol% dye solution
(20 mg ml1 acryloxyethyl thiocarbamoyl rhodamine B, polysciences, in dimethyl sulfoxide). The solution composition used
to prepare the rigid microfibers was 67 vol% PEG-DA, 20 vol%
CEA, 8 vol% PI, and 5 vol% dye solution. The oligomer and oil
phases were infused at constant flow rates Q1 and Q2, respectively,
using syringe pumps (Harvard Apparatus), as summarized in
Table 1. Unless otherwise stated, all chemicals were purchased
from Sigma-Aldrich.
Ultraviolet (UV) light was used to initiate the cross-linking
reaction in the flowing oligomer solution. The UV light was
supplied by a fluorescence light source (120 W mercury short
arc lamp) on a Leica DMI4000B inverted microscope via the
20 magnification objective lens; spot size = 1.4 mm. No
optical filters were used to modify the broad spectrum of light
supplied from the lamp. For fiber fabrication, we measured the
UV light intensity to be 35  5 mW cm2 using a UVA/B digital
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Table 1 Summary of the flow rate conditions used in the fiber fabrication;
a denotes fiber radius, and Q1 and Q2 denote respectively the flow rates of
oligomer and oil phases

Fiber designation

a (mm)

Q1 (mL h1)

Q2 (mL h1)

Soft
Soft
Soft
Soft
Rigid

17.5
20
22.5
27.5
20

0.16
0.16
0.16
0.16
0.1

1.8
1.2
1.0
0.8
0.75

light meter (spectrum range 290–370 nm), based on a sensor
area = 0.8 cm2. The oligomer solution was exposed to 200 ms
pulses of UV light.
The fibers were collected in DI water and washed 3 times in
1 wt% aqueous solution of Tween 80 non-ionic surfactant,
followed by at least 2 washes in 0.1 wt% Tween 80 solution.
To limit excessive adhesion to all surfaces, both fibers and
particles were stored in a 0.1 wt% aqueous solution of Tween 80.
After cleaning, a dye adsorption assay (see ESI†) was used to
estimate the amount of bound carboxyl groups in the fibers.
Lastly, to ensure that the entire length of the fiber was in the field
of view during the wrapping measurements, the fibers were
manually cut immediately before experiments. The fiber lengths
were 3–5 mm, and the fiber radii a ranged from 17.5–27.5 mm.
Polymerization conditions were selected to minimize variations in
the Young’s modulus among the fibers with different radii.
However, the fiber modulus is not constant in this study, and
increases slightly with increasing a.
2.2

Fabricating disk-shaped particles

We made both positively charged and uncharged disk-shaped
particles. The oligomer solution for the positively charged diskshaped particle was composed of 57 vol% PEG-DA, 20 vol%
2-(dimethylamino)ethyl acrylate (DMAEA), 15 vol% DI water,
8 vol% PI, and 5 mg ml1 fluorescein o-acrylate. The oligomer
solution for the uncharged particle was composed of 57 vol%
PEG-DA, 30 vol% DI water, 8 vol% PI, and 5 vol% dye solution
(20 mg ml1 acryloxyethyl thiocarbamoyl rhodamine B, Polysciences, in dimethyl sulfoxide). The particles were prepared
using microscope projection photolithography13 in a PDMS
chamber with height = 240 mm. Using the field diaphragm in
the Leica DMI4000B inverted microscope as a mask, circular
spots of UV light with the desired dimensions were projected
onto the stationary oligomer solution. The size of the UV spot,
and therefore the particle diameter, was controlled by the
objective magnification and the size of the diaphragm opening.
Disk-shaped particles with four diﬀerent radii r were produced:
0.125 mm, 0.25 mm, 0.5 mm and 1 mm. The particles were
removed easily from the PDMS chamber because of oxygen
inhibition at the PDMS walls.14 The particles were washed
repeatedly in Tween 80 solution (same cleaning procedure
described above for the fibers), and stored in 0.1 wt% Tween
80. For experiments in sodium chloride (NaCl) solution, the
fibers and particles were stored separately in the desired
concentration of NaCl solution for at least 24 hours prior to
testing.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2021
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2.3

Nanoindendation measurements

The Young’s moduli of the fibers E and particles in water were
measured using a bench-top PIUMA nanoindenter (Optics 11,
The Netherlands). The PIUMA Dataviewer software was used to
estimate the samples’ Young’s moduli, applying the Hertzian
model to the loading curves in the linear visco-elastic regime of
the stress strain curve.15 Specifically we report results from
fitting the data for small penetration depths (500 nm). The
performance of the PIUMA nanoindenter was first verified with
a calibrated sheet of PDMS before the measurements on the
samples of fibers and particles. The measured value was 2.6 
0.1 MPa, which matched the Young’s modulus of 2.5 MPa
provided by the vendor.
A probe with a spherical indentation tip was used to deform
the samples of the fibers and the particles immersed in water.
The radius of the spherical tip of the probe was 39.5 mm, and the
spring constant of the cantilever was 3.56 N m1. Though the
spherical tip is of comparable size to the fibers, the contact area
is expected to be small with a small indentation depth, so we
utilize the traditional Hertzian model; this approach is consistent with measurement of spindle-shaped cells where reasonable
values were obtained for the reported elastic modulus.16 A single
force curve was generated per particle or fiber for at least 4
diﬀerent particles or fibers in the batch, and an average Young’s
modulus, E, per batch was determined. The Young’s moduli
of the soft and rigid fibers (a = 20 mm) were measured to be
82  5 kPa and 210  30 kPa, respectively. The modulus of the
disk-shaped particles was found to be 2500  900 kPa.

Paper
2.4

Initializing contact between fiber and particle

In a typical wrapping experiment, the microfiber and the
particle were transferred to an untreated polystyrene Petri dish
containing a solution of 0.1 wt% Tween 80, where they settled
to the bottom of the dish separately, and were completely
immersed in the liquid. The fiber and particle do not make
contact until an external force is provided. A home-made
micromanipulator apparatus with a copper wire probe was
used to gently push the particle into contact with the fiber.
We tested diﬀerent positions along the fiber length to initiate
contact, and observed similar results regardless of where the
particle was positioned. The results presented herein were
obtained from particle placement roughly centered along the
fiber length. The probe was quickly removed once contact was
achieved, and the dish was covered and left undisturbed to
allow the two objects to rearrange into their final configuration.
The progress was recorded with a laser scanning confocal
microscope (Leica SP5).

3 Results and discussion
3.1

Eﬀect of particle and fiber radius on fiber wrapping

When we manually contact the curved surface of the positively
charged particle to the negatively charged fiber, the fiber may
spontaneously wrap around the particle for some conditions,
which we describe below (Fig. 1a). In such cases, the fiber wraps
continuously until it is obstructed or runs out of available
surface on the particle. The fiber is able to make multiple

Fig. 1 Spontaneous wrapping of a negatively charged microfiber onto a positively charged disk-shaped particle. (a) Time sequence of a microfiber with
radius a = 20 mm wrapping around a disk-shaped particle with radius r = 250 mm and height = 240 mm immersed in 0.1 wt% Tween 80 solution after an
external probe, shown in (a1), pushes the particle into contact with the fiber. (b1) Top and (b2 and b3) cross-sectional views of the final fiber-particle
aggregate, where the microfiber makes two turns around the particle. (b4) Inset shows a 3D confocal reconstruction of the aggregate. (c) Early-time
behavior of the wrapping process, tracking the adhesion of one free end of the fiber, where the length of fiber adhering to the particle increases linearly
with time (constant wrapping rate). The ‘staircase’ nature of the red data circles is an artifact of the image resolution and does not represent a stop-start
wrapping phenomenon.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2021
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revolutions by wrapping around the particle at diﬀerent levels,
as seen in the cross-sectional views in Fig. 1b2–4. For example,
in Fig. 1, a fiber with radius a = 20 mm makes two revolutions
around a particle with radius r = 250 mm (see also Video SV1,
ESI†). For the conditions tested, the fiber–particle aggregate is
irreversibly adhered, that is, the fiber remains adhered to the
particle upon agitation or manipulation with the wire probe. If
the same experiment is conducted with an uncharged particle
(r = 250 mm), we observe adhesion but no continuous wrapping
of the fiber around the particle (Fig. S1, ESI†), indicating that
wrapping requires relatively strong electrostatic interactions,
but the objects can adhere without charge–charge interactions
if forced into close contact. We also note that the particles do
not deform for any conditions considered in this work; the
modulus of the particle is at least 10 times larger than that of
the fiber (refer to Section 2.3).
During the first revolution of fiber wrapping, we record the
length of fiber adhering to the particle (from one free end), and
we find that the length varies linearly with time (Fig. 1c).
Moreover, within the limits of experimental error, this constant
wrapping rate is independent of the initial length of the free
end of the fiber for the range of lengths tested (1–3 mm)
(Fig. S2, ESI†). This result suggests that viscous drag over the
length of the fiber plays a negligible role in the dynamics of this
wrapping process, and so the wrapping rate is determined by a
dissipative mechanism close to the contact point.
Since the fiber wraps with a constant speed, we measure the
wrapping rate (in mm s1) to study the eﬀects of the radius of
the ‘‘soft’’ fiber a and the particle radius r, which is shown in
Fig. 2. The wrapping rate can also be presented in terms of an
angular frequency, which is shown in ESI† (Fig. S3). For
constant a, we observe a roughly linear increase in the wrapping
speed with increasing r, for 125 mm r r r 1 mm, as shown in
Fig. 2a. From the trend, we expect a positive horizontal intercept
(corresponding to a wrapping rate = 0 mm s1), indicating that
there is a critical radius rc below which the fiber cannot wrap; in
this case, rc t 125 mm. In Section 4.2, we develop a theory to
predict rc for diﬀerent particle, fiber and solution properties.
In contrast, we observe an inverse relationship between the
wrapping speed and a when r is constant (Fig. 2b). The trends
in wrapping rate as a function of fiber and particle radii
indicate that the fiber wraps if the gain in interaction energy
outweighs the energetic cost of bending—the diﬀerence is
dissipated due to motion through the fluid. Viscous dissipation
occurs both as a result of having the free end of the fiber sweep
through the fluid and by the squeezing out of fluid through the
small gap as the surfaces make contact. The bending energy per
unit length scales as Ea4/r 2, where E is the Young’s modulus of
the fiber, thus we expect that, as the radius of the particle
increases (decreasing curvature), less energy is required to
deform the fiber, which may lead to an increase in the rate of
wrapping (Fig. 2a). Similarly, we expect that the wrapping rate
may decrease if the radius of the fiber increases, i.e., the
bending rigidity of the fiber increases, and so more energy is
required to bend a larger radius fiber around a particle of a
given radius (Fig. 2b).
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Fig. 2 Eﬀect of particle radius r and fiber radius a on the wrapping
behavior. (a) Wrapping speed of fiber, a = 20 mm, as a function of r.
(b) Fiber wrapping speed as a function of a for r = 0.25, 0.5, 1 mm. Open
symbol, where wrapping speed = 0 mm s1, represents adhesion but no
wrapping.

3.2

Eﬀect of salt concentration on fiber wrapping

We dissolve salt in the surrounding liquid to vary the interaction energy between the fiber and the particle. The wrapping
rate as a function of NaCl concentration is displayed in Fig. 3;
the results for three particle radii are presented in Fig. 3a, and
two fiber moduli in Fig. 3b. We observe three distinct interaction
regimes as salt concentration varies. At low salt concentrations
(o0.1 mM NaCl) we observe the first regime—wrapping—where
the wrapping rate is comparable to that in 0 mM NaCl. For
higher salt concentrations (\0.1 mM NaCl) the wrapping rate
decreases with increasing salt concentration until the wrapping
behavior is no longer reproducible. We observe a transition to
fibers that are weakly deformed or not deformed at all above a
critical value of 1 mM NaCl. For the concentration range 1 mM
o [NaCl] o 100 mM, wrapping does not occur (i.e., the
no-wrapping regime), however, the fiber and the particle are
well-adhered and do not separate upon agitation or manipulation
with the wire probe (see SV2, ESI†). In contrast, when the fiber
and particle are forced into contact in solutions containing
4100 mM NaCl, they detach readily upon agitation or manipulation with the probe.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2021
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convenient characterization and a theory to predict the critical
radius for wrapping.
Our experiments demonstrate the role of salt in screening
the electrostatic interaction between the fiber and particle,
inhibiting wrapping above one critical concentration, and
inhibiting adhesion (without wrapping) above a second higher
critical concentration. However, we note that if salt is added
after the fiber has wrapped around the particle (initially in a
salt-free medium), there is no observable eﬀect of added salt
concentration. Moreover, we note that an adhered fiber does
not unwrap from the particle for any of the conditions tested in
this study.

4 Modeling
In the following sections we derive a theory for the wrapping
dynamics. We first derive a model for the shape assumed by the
fiber and show how this may be used to extract the Young’s
modulus (Section 4.1). We follow this by a model to predict the
critical radius for wrapping (Section 4.2).
4.1

Fig. 3 The wrapping speed of a microfiber with radius a = 20 mm is
presented as a function of NaCl concentration for (a) three particle radii,
r = 0.25, 0.5, 1 mm, and (b) two fiber Young’s moduli, denoted soft
(E82 kPa) and rigid (E210 kPa); the particle radius r = 1 mm. Dashed
horizontal lines indicate the wrapping speeds at 0 mM NaCl. Three fiber–
particle interaction regimes are observed: wrapping, adhesion with no
wrapping, and easy detachment of the fiber from the particle.

For the results shown in Fig. 3b, we consider the behavior of
the soft and rigid fibers. We observe that the rigid fiber can only
wrap around the largest particle in our study, r = 1 mm.
Otherwise, the trend in wrapping rate due to salt concentration
for the rigid fiber is the same as the soft fiber, except that the
transition to the no-wrapping regime occurs at a lower concentration of NaCl (0.1 mM). Though the Young’s modulus of the
rigid fiber is approximately 2.6 times larger than that of the
soft fiber (based on nanoindentation measurements; refer to
Section 2.3), the wrapping rate is about one order of magnitude
smaller than that of the soft fiber (dashed lines in Fig. 3b).
This result suggests a significant eﬀect of fiber Young’s
modulus on the dynamics of the wrapping rate. We explore
this dependence in more detail in the subsequent section by
deriving a model to quantify the Young’s modulus of the fiber
from the deflected shape in situ during wrapping for more

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2021

Modeling fiber shape

As the fiber wraps around the particle, it deflects due to the
viscous drag exerted by the surrounding fluid. We postulate
that, for a given wrapping rate and Young’s modulus of the
fiber, the shape assumed by the fiber is unique. Thus, by
proposing a mathematical model for the fiber configuration
as it wraps, we hypothesize that we may be able to make a
prediction for the Young’s modulus of the fiber. In this section,
we propose such a model and test its predictive power on the
soft and rigid fibers considered experimentally.
4.1.1 Model assumptions and geometrical setup. Prior to
wrapping, the fiber is in a prestressed configuration that may
not be straight (see Fig. S4, ESI†). The fiber initially makes
contact with the particle at a single point. The fiber subsequently wraps around the particle, with the part of the fiber
lying above the contact point wrapping in a clockwise fashion
while the part that lies below the contact point wraps in an anticlockwise fashion (Fig. 1).
We define a coordinate system (x,z) such that the origin lies
at the particle center (see Fig. 4 for a schematic). We model only
the part of the wrapping fiber above the contact point, which

Fig. 4 Schematic illustrating the wrapping motion of the fiber. The fiber is
parameterized using angle-arclength coordinates y(s,t).
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wraps in a clockwise fashion. We model the fiber shape with
angle from the x-axis, y, and arclength, s, coordinates, where
s A [0,L] is the arclength of the fiber measured from the first
contact point (s = 0) to the end (s = L) (Fig. 4). We suppose that
immediately before contact, in the absence of any motion, the
fiber’s initial state is described by yp(s) with yp(0) = 0. This
information is extracted from the experiment (see ESI† for
details). We set t = 0 to be the time at which the fiber first
makes contact with the particle, of radius r, and without loss of
generality assume this is at the far-left point of the particle. The
initial fiber configuration is thus y(s,0) = p/2 + yp(s). We suppose
that the fiber subsequently wraps around the particle in a
clockwise fashion and, based on the experimental observations,
we assume it wraps with constant and known angular frequency o. At time t, the fiber will have thus wrapped an
angle aw = ot. At this time, the part of the fiber described by
0 r s r sw(t) = raw(t) is wrapped while the part of the fiber
described by sw(t) r s r L is free; the total length of the
detached fiber is Ld(t) = L  sw.
The x and z coordinates of the fiber at time t are then
given by
8
 s
>
r cos ;
0  s  sw
>
>
<
r
xðs; tÞ ¼
(1)
s  ð s
>
w
>
>
cos yð~s; tÞd~
s; sw  s  L:
þ
: r cos
r
sw

zðs; tÞ ¼

8
 s
>
>
r sin ;
>
<
r

0  s  sw

s 
>
w
>
>
þ
: r sin
r

ðs
sin yð~s; tÞd~s;

sw  s  L:

sw

(3)

4.1.2 Model equations. A cylindrical fiber of length Ld and
radius a moving in a fluid of viscosity m experiences a force per
unit length due to viscous resistance17

4pm vt
t þ vn n ;
fD  ft t þ fn n ¼ 
(4)
logðLd =aÞ 2
where n and t denote the unit normal and tangent to the fiber
(Fig. 4); vt and vn are the velocity components of the fiber in the
tangential and normal directions to the fiber surface, and are
given by
@x
@z
cos y þ sin y;
@t
@t
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The fiber will also experience a resistance due to friction with
the base of the Petri dish. This resistance scales with a/d where
d is the spacing between the fiber and the base. In our
experiments, d is not measured, but appears to vary during
wrapping and between diﬀerent experimental trials. Here, a/d
is assumed to be small and so we neglect this eﬀect, however we
note that it may lead to a small correction in the prediction of
the Young’s modulus of the fiber described in Sections 4.1.3
and 4.1.4.
A force balance in the directions parallel and perpendicular
to the fiber and a balance of moments on the fiber yields,
respectively,
@T @y
¼ F;
@s
@s

(6a)

@F
@y
¼  T  fn ;
@s
@s

(6b)

@M
¼ F;
@s

(6c)

where T and F are the internal normal and tangential forces on
the fiber respectively. The anticlockwise bending moment on
the fiber, M, is assumed to be proportional to the deviation of
the curvature from the prestressed state and is thus given by

(2)

p
 aw ðtÞ þ yp ðsÞ  yp ðsw ðtÞÞ þ cðs; tÞ;
2
for sw ðtÞ  s  L:

vt ¼

@x
@z
sin y þ cos y:
@t
@t

M ¼ EI

The fiber is observed to detach from the particle tangentially
to the surface. In the experiments, the deflection of the fiber is
typically small compared with the deflection of the prestressed
state. As a result, it is convenient to work with the deflections
from the prestressed configuration. Letting c denote the freefiber configuration relative to the deflection from the prestressed state, we may write the fiber configuration as
yðs; tÞ ¼

vn ¼ 

@c
;
@s

(7)

where we recall that E is the fiber Young’s modulus, while
I = pa4/4 is the second moment of area of the fiber’s cross-section.
At t = 0, the fiber makes first contact with the particle. Prior
to this, the fiber is stationary, so no external forces act and thus
ft = fn = 0, and the fiber will be in its prestressed configuration,
y(s,0) = p/2 + yp(s). The initial x and z coordinates are determined by (1) and (2), and F = T = M = 0 from (6).
At time t 4 0, the fiber described by 0 r s r sw wraps
onto the particle and its location is thus known trivially. For
sw(t) r s r L, we must solve for the fiber shape using (3), (6) and (7).
The system is solved subject to the following boundary conditions
TðL; tÞ ¼ FðL; tÞ ¼

@cðL; tÞ
¼ cðsw ðtÞ; tÞ ¼ 0:
@s

(8)

These express, respectively, zero internal tension, shear and bending
moment at the end, and the tangential departure of the fiber from
the particle at the detach point.
4.1.3 Model reduction. While we may solve the model
presented in its full form, we make two observations that
simplify the model. First, the initial prestressed state is typically
close to straight (yp { 1), and second, the deformation of the
fiber from this prestressed state is weak (c { 1). Exploiting
these features we find that
vt E 0, vn E (s  sw)o,

(9)

which is eﬀectively a local rigid-body rotation of an elastic, but
nearly straight, fiber. Substituting this into (6) leads to the

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2021
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reduced system
3

b

@ c
¼ x;
@x3

(10)

where x = (s  sw)/Ld and
bðtÞ ¼

Ea4 logðLd ðtÞ=aÞ
;
16omLd ðtÞ4

(11)

subject to the boundary conditions
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cð0; tÞ ¼

@2c
@c
ð1; tÞ ¼ 0:
ð1; tÞ ¼
@x2
@x

The system behavior is thus characterized entirely by the
dimensionless parameter b(t), given by (11). We note that the
time dependence of the parameter b arises due to the change in
the free-fiber length Ld as it wraps during the experiment and
that all other parameters in (11) remain constant during the
experiment. This equation can be rearranged to provide a prediction for the Young’s modulus in terms of physical parameters
E¼

16bðtÞomLd ðtÞ4
:
a4 logðLd ðtÞ=aÞ

(13)

We emphasize that, while the right-hand side of (13) contains
explicit time dependence, b(t) varies in such a way as to ensure
that the Young’s modulus E remains constant throughout the
experiment, as is expected since this is a material property. We
will verify this in Section 4.1.4.
The final deflection of the profile from the prestressed
state is
ðx

Ld  5
DZðx; tÞ ¼ Ld cð~x; tÞ~x ¼
x  10x3 þ 20x2 :
(14)
120b
xw
Thus the deflection of the tip relative to the horizontal is
DZð1; tÞ ¼

11Ld
:
120b

(15)

depending on the experimental setup and in each case we
compare this with measurements made using nanoindentation.
4.1.4 Comparison with experiments. First, we consider the
experiment in which a soft fiber wraps around a particle of
radius 0.25 mm. We perform the algorithm to predict the
Young’s modulus outlined in ESI,† for a snapshot taken from
an experiment conducted in 0.1 mM NaCl. The rotation rate is
found from experiments to be o = 0.037 s1.
In Fig. 5, we show the experimental fiber deflection after
accommodating for the prestressed state and the prediction
from the theory (14) and observe a good agreement in the
shape. For completeness, we also compare this with the full
theory in which we make no assumption on the prestressed
fiber shape and the subsequent deflection (see ESI† for details).
We observe almost no discernible diﬀerence between this
prediction and the full numerical system, which confirms the
validity of the simplified theory to describe the fiber dynamics.
We use three independent snapshots and match the experimental profiles with the theoretical model and obtain a prediction
of E = 71  6 kPa, where the error here corresponds to one
standard deviation (see Fig. S6, ESI† as an example). The
smallness in the error and the good fit to the experimental
shape provides confidence in the reliability of this method. This
also emphasizes the fact that in (13), although both b and Ld vary
with time, the predicted Young’s modulus remains constant.
Nano-indentation measurements give a Young’s modulus of this
fiber of 82  5 kPa, which is not too dissimilar to the prediction.
We now attempt a similar approach for a rigid fiber wrapping
around a particle of radius 1 mm in 0.1 mM NaCl. In this case,
the rotation rate of the fiber is more than five times slower than
in the soft fiber case (o = 0.0067 s1). Coupled with the fact that
this fiber is more rigid, we observe only marginal deflection of
the fiber, which is at the level of the pixel resolution of the
images (see Fig. S7, ESI†). Indeed, for an experiment conducted
on the rigid fiber, we observe a deflection of a single pixel from
the prestressed state due to the viscous drag forces. As a result, it
is unwise to match the shape of the fiber as we did in the case of

We may use this expression as a simple way of determining
the Young’s modulus when the deflection from the prestressed
state is not too large and the prestressed state is close to flat. In
dimensional terms, this result may be rearranged to give a
prediction for the Young’s modulus,
E¼

22omLd ðtÞ5
;
4
15a D logðLd ðtÞ=aÞ

(16)

where D is the dimensional deflection of the fiber tip from the
prestressed state. Eqn (16) provides a simple method for
estimating the Young’s modulus from the maximum fiber
deflection from the centerline.
While the above strategy provides an estimate of the Young’s
modulus, we may obtain a more accurate estimate from determining the parameter b(t) from (11) if we are able to fit the
entire experimental fiber profile to the model eqn (10). Then,
(13) provides the Young’s modulus for the fiber. In the following
section we shall show how in practice both of these strategies are
helpful to obtain a prediction for the Young’s modulus,
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Fig. 5 Comparison of the prediction of the deflection of a soft fiber
wrapping around a 0.25 mm radius particle in 0.1 mM NaCl for the
fiber configuration given by the solution to the reduced model for
small-deflection prestressed states (14) (red dashed) and the experimental
data (green solid). The match between the data and the theory is excellent.
We also show in blue dot dashed the prestressed state and in black the
solution to the full model presented in the Model equations section
(see ESI† for details). The diﬀerence between the two theories is barely
discernible, supporting the use of the simplified model (14).
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the soft fiber. In this case, we instead use (16), to give an estimate
of the Young’s modulus. However, when determining the error
bounds in this case we know that the deflection is at least
0.5 pixels and less than 1.5 pixels. Thus we obtain an estimate
for the Young’s modulus of 134  67 kPa. For comparison, the
Young’s modulus of the rigid fiber was measured to be 210 
30 kPa by nanoindentation. While we acknowledge the reduced
accuracy within which we can predict the Young’s modulus in
this case, we observe that this predicts a higher Young’s
modulus than that of the soft fiber, and so we are able to
distinguish between the two fibers.
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4.2

Critical particle radius to wrap

In this section we consider an energy balance to estimate the
minimum particle radius for wrapping to occur. Electrostatic
attraction between the fiber and particle drives wrapping at the
energetic cost of bending the fiber. To estimate the size of the
smallest particle round which a fiber will wrap, we model their
surfaces as carrying surface charge densities s. Interactions
are screened over the Debye length, defined by lD ¼
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ekB T=ð2n1 e2 Þ in a monovalent solution with concentration
nN and permittivity e, where kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is
the temperature and e is the charge on an electron.18 Assuming
constant-charge interactions,18,19 the energy of interaction per
area between the two oppositely charged surfaces has a characteristic scale j = s2lD/e. We assume tangential contact
between the fiber and the particle, so the horizontal length
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
over which the surfaces interact is 2c where ‘ ¼ 2lD a. The
electrostatic work per length therefore scales as Bj(2c).
A detailed calculation using the Derjaguin approximation in
the Debye–Huckel limit (see p. 294 of ref. 19) confirms this
scaling relation up to a prefactor k̂ E 1.07, finding that the
electrostatic work per wrapped length is
pﬃﬃﬃ
2 2s2 lD3=2 a1=2
W ¼ 2kj‘ ¼ k^
:
(17)
e
This favorable energetic contribution is oﬀset by the bending
energy which, per wrapped length, is EI(1/r  1/rp)2/2, where
1/rp = qyp/qs is the signed curvature of the fiber in its initial
(prestressed) configuration.20 In our experiments, the curvature
of the initial state is typically small relative to that of the particle
and will be neglected below. The net energy cost per unit time to
:
wrap the fiber around the particle at a speed sw = or is then


1 EI

W
or:
(18)
E_wrap ¼
2 r2
Wrapping (o 4 0) occurs when E_wrap o 0. Using this condition,
we find that the fiber can only wrap around particles whose
radius exceeds a critical value


EI 1=2
e1=2 E 1=2 a7=4
¼A
;
(19)
rc ¼
2W
slD3=4

pﬃﬃﬃ 1=2
^
 0:36. As intuitively expected,
where A ¼ p=ð16 2kÞ
thicker and more rigid fibers can only wrap relatively larger
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particles due to their higher bending energy cost. We also note
that the critical radius to wrap increases with salt concentration
(via lD; rc p nN3/8) due to electrostatic screening.
We estimate s as the charge corresponding to the first few
molecular-thickness layers at the fiber surface. Denoting the
bulk carboxylate ion density by ne and the radius of a carboxylate ion by ai = 0.35 nm (based on the size of the formate
anion21), the outermost k layers of the fiber surface carry a
charge ke(2ai)ne. For the 20 mm radius soft particle, we measure
ne E 0.017 ions per nm3 (see ESI†), yielding that the top one to
two ‘‘layers’’ of ions carry a charge in the range s E 1.8–3.6 mC m2.
We note that this range of surface charge corresponds to
zeta potentials slD/e in the range 25–50 mV at a 1 mM
NaCl concentration, which is typical of similar charged
hydrogels.22,23 For simplicity, we use the mean value within
the range of surface charge estimated above, s = 2.7 mC m2.
We note that s is expected to remain relatively independent of
concentration since the fibers and particles are seeded with
bulk charges at a fixed density.
We now estimate rc for a soft fiber (E = 82 kPa) with radius
a = 20 mm wrapping in pure (deionized) water (corresponding to
Fig. 2a). We use nN = 107 M (the concentration of ions in
deionized water) to calculate lD and, with the value of s
estimated above, find rc E 0.2 mm, consistent with the
experimental observation for the initiation of wrapping.
Alternatively, the expression (19) can be inverted to obtain a
prediction for the radius of the thickest fiber, ac, that will wrap
a particle of radius r, given by

ac ¼

rslD3=4
e1=2 E 1=2 A

4=7
:

(20)

With the same parameters as above, we obtain ac = 23 mm for
r = 0.25 mm, which is consistent with Fig. 2b. We also predict
ac = 34 mm for r = 0.5 mm and ac = 50 mm for r = 1 mm, which
appear qualitatively consistent with the data in Fig. 2b,
although experiments over a wider range of fiber radii are
necessary to confirm these predictions.
To predict o one needs to balance the energy gained from
wrapping with the rate of dissipation. While the mechanism of
dissipation remains unclear, we make some estimates of viscous
dissipation here. The energy dissipated due to the drag on the
Ð
fiber is estimated as  fn vn ds [see (4) and (9)] and is approximately mo2Ld3/log(Ld/a). Very close to the contact point, there is
an additional lubrication force associated with squeezing the
fluid between the fiber and the particle. This force per unit
length of the fiber scales as flub B ma3/2h3/2vn, where h is the
separation distance between the surfaces.24 Assuming a weakly
curved fiber consistent with (9), we estimate h p x2/r and obtain
Ð
an energy dissipation rate  flub vn ds / mðarÞ3=2 o2 logða=hm Þ,
where hm is a molecular cutoﬀ length.
For the experimentally measured parameters we find that
both of these sources of dissipation are of similar magnitude,
but both are smaller than the rate of energy gained from wrapping.
However, the experimental observation that the wrapping
rate is independent of the detached length Ld (see ESI†)
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indicates that the actual dissipation mechanism in the experiments must be local to the region around the contact point.
Such a mechanism may involve an interplay of electrostatic,
elastic and viscous forces on length scales much smaller
than the fiber radius.25 For example, viscous dissipation is
likely amplified by a local flattening of the fiber cross-section
by the lubrication pressure26 or by electrostatic or adhesive
forces. Energy may also be dissipated within the hydrogel
matrix of the fiber as the contact point moves along it.27
Quantifying these sources of dissipation requires a detailed
analysis of the near-contact dynamics and is an interesting line
of future inquiry.

Paper
to an external viscous flow, and may be useful in probing the
material properties in scenarios in which other invasive methods are diﬃcult.
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Using a non-Brownian two-object system that spontaneously
self-organizes via an electrostatic adhesion-wrapping mechanism, we quantify the speed of wrapping with respect to the
microfiber and particle radii, the fiber modulus, and the ionic
strength of the surrounding liquid. The experimental wrapping
trends support a mechanistic understanding based on competing
eﬀects from the electrostatic attraction between the oppositely
charged microfiber and curved particle and the bending energy to
wrap the fiber around the particle. From these energetic considerations, we are able to predict the critical particle radius rc for
wrapping, which is consistent with experimental observations.
Characterization of the wrapping rate and critical properties, such
as rc, can provide useful design criteria for controlling aggregates
and assemblies of fibers and curved particles or fibers and curved
substrates with strong adhesive interactions.
In addition, we present a model to describe the shape of a
fiber as it wraps around a particle due to an attractive force
between the fiber and particle. This model provides a convenient and useful approach to estimating the modulus of the
fiber in situ. The full model comprising integro-diﬀerential
equations can describe arbitrarily large deflections of the fiber
from its original prestressed state. By making the assumption
that the deflections are not too large simplifies the model to a
set of coupled partial diﬀerential equations. Making the further
assumption that the initial prestressed state is close to straight
enables us to write down the profile shape explicitly. The shape
of the fiber is characterized by a single dimensionless parameter b, which corresponds to a balance between the viscous
forces exerted on the fiber and the resistance to deformations
through the bending stiﬀness. Matching the theoretical model
to the experimental images provides a prediction of b, which in
turn gives a prediction for the Young’s modulus.
For soft fibers that deflect by a measurable amount we are
able to extract a prediction for the Young’s modulus that does
not diﬀer significantly from snapshot to snapshot. For stiﬀer
fibers, or for experiments in which the wrapping rate is slower,
the deflections are more diﬃcult to measure accurately. In this
case the model is still able to make a prediction, but with
necessarily larger associated errors. This model is applicable in
a wide range of other scenarios in which a fiber is deflected due
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